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side fall on lot of NPA’s and impacted by many industries
and individuals. Hence we have a need to understand the

ABSTRACT

back stories of banking system and what impacted and how
This article gives an insight about the development and

it’s resolved and recovered by banking industry.

improvement of Indian consumer security issues and

The statement discussion regarding numerous rules in this

change component in the banking industry with special

area, problems put up with by the banking sector with

reference to branchless banking service. This study also

special strain on public sector banks (as the majority of

focuses on Consumer protection issues in the Indian

NPAs lie down o n th e b a n k s f in an c ia l sh e et s ) and

banking area that have been progressively brought under

achievable suggestions which will facilitate take the edge off

the scanner of the lawful discussions by the consumers.

these issues (Bhasin, 2016).

Prior studies reveal that the increasing rate of whitecollar crimes and financial frauds highlighted to reduce

Fraud is potentially immoral means to acquire money,

demands stiff penalties and exemplary punishments. This

property or other assets owned or supposed by financial

paper reflects that investors had a little idea about a

institutions, or to get hold of money from depositors by

complex monetary item, for example, Credit Default Swap

regulatory posing as a Bank or other financial institutions.

(CDS) which set off the global financial crisis in 2008. In

Due to broken up situation in present fast moving generation

India, this study suggests individuals to be aware about

by technological innovations are done most sectors are

monetary cheats, ponzi plans, and utilize their well-

shifting to technology from manual work, it means while

deserved investment funds in an offer to make quick

many duplications are done by some frauds who are

benefits through such plans.

educated professionals and some by hackers which affect
the fiscal policy of our country. Even though technology is
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improving many frauds are happening, ultimately common

Scandal, Consumer Protection.

people are suffering (Moreira, 2012).

INTRODUCTION
Chartered Accounting and Practices
The county’s economy is majorly depends on banking sector
and its performance. In India the banking sector occupied a

Chartered Accounting practices do not give an “accurate and

social and developing role of nation. It’s the prime sector to

light” vision of the financial statements, contained by the

bridge the gap between the barrowers and lenders. In present

purview of valid laws and present accounting standards.

situation the performance of banks and its activities

The CA observes enhance the manger occupied to improve

increasing vitally, the people of nation also understand the

the profit in case of inappropriate situation and suggested

needs of banking services in present era. Many national

that such practices can be minimized by good corporate

policies initiated towards usage of banking services. In this

governance practices. An in detail analysis of India’s

high developing and growth moment the sector in another

Enron, Satyam Computer’s “creative-accounting” scandal.
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In public companies, this type of ‘creative’ accounting

security fears, with this e-banking globally because Cultural

leading to fraud and investigations are, therefore, launched

barriers. Bankers are also increasing security features in

by

eradicating the frauds some of the prevention measures are

the

various

governmental

failures

to

notice

agencies.(Bhasin, 2016).

biometric authentication fraud prevention software, time
password, multi-layer password (Usman & Badawi, 2013).

Banks should cautiously examine signatures on cheques.

The public sector is not only experiencing alone in

For uneducated depositors their photo should be affixed

combating expense fraud. In fact, the private sector is

and reducing Blank cheques leaves surrounded by the

also experiencing it and the private expense fraud is

customers should their impressions. Effectively wipe out.

estimated at $5 billion. It says tempt people remind your

Banks should educate their customers about the frauds to

employees that the expenses reports are to be monitored and

reduce the customers about the frauds to reduce the

analyzed and implementing software that automates the

customers fear in making banking transactions and they

expense process. Get rid of manual process. This reduces

should observe on customers who are with fraud records.

the committing expense fraud. The various bank frauds and

Communicating ought to be well designed between banker

their prevention and detection are discussed. Fraud is the

and customer to keep them secure (Patra, 2014).

Major factor in the bank failure. It also says that internal
control did not prevent the abstraction of money (or)

This article says the duty of banks is not only to provide

securities. It is not properly adequate and the accounts are

means of payment for goods and service to provide safe

also manipulated .In order to control frauds we should learn

and sound operations to banking Organization. The

from our past experiences (Aibert, 1969).

Bankers Should understand the factors underlying fraud ,
compiling programs against fraud and set a proper internal

Online Frauds

control system .this Article stretches on internal control

The internet banking which has become more popular and

system which plays a major role in fraud control (Salehi &

profitable. They are also providing new ways for interacting

Shiri, 2013).

with the customers’. They are also removing the barriers of
distance between banking institutions and their clients and

Due to globalization many changes happened in the bank

there is possibility of happening of high risk because of

industry because of the technological change. In past they

hackers. Internet banking literacy should be given to all in

have given less importance to manual work. But at present

order to decrease the frauds and the banks should also use

the banking operations are privatized and the frauds are

antifraud measures and MBNET in order to control them

also increasing. This article is about customer’s opinion in

(Moreira, 2012).

e-banking because of hacking, late response of employee.
The customers are not able to fully utilize the advantages of

The regular and most common frauds such as white collar

e-banking (Uppal, 2009).

effects on losses online frauds, ATM thefts, manipulation
on money laundering activities. They says that company

E-banking and its challenges

should use video cameras, security officer’s onsite and
rising technology such as situation on system or GPS tags

E-banking has come with its challenges. Electronic banking

in ready. The financial frauds particularly the problems

Services are the banking class of services that can be

faced by the investors and how they are manipulated. This

offered by a bank to its individual company through

article discuss

electronic means via mobile internet. But the are many

sophisticated investor and what can be done to keep less

about

how fraud can happen to
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knowledgeable and experienced investor from falling prey

Safekeeping value this huge a quantity isn't doable and

to financial frauds. The frauds happen because people

experience of individuals World Health Organization worth

want to maximize their return of investment with less

and access comes is relied ahead. Therefore a considerable a

knowledge and they are not even focusing on who are

partition of the loan

middle men (stockbroker) between the company and him.

corruption is out of control, different reasons accountable

So providing them maximum knowledge on fraud may

for NPAs square m easu re external con d ition s l i k e

decrease the happening of frauds (Steven, 1998).

m ark et retardation, etc .

was

under-secured.

As

Auxiliary,

mentioned earlier, since

non-public banks don’t deal the maximum amount with
Banking and Financial Issues

massive scale comes and infrastructure funding, the

The major occupied NPA’s in the banking leads to decrease

quantity of cash concerned in camera banking NPAs is

its profitability. The NPA’s are concerned and linked with

considerably not up to that of public sector ones ( Moreire,

some fraud actions. Whereas public sector banks addressed

2012).

for majority of the portion of NPA’s by series of financial
frauds and NPA on volume of money concerned. An

Frauds Issues

additional analysis is performed to spot the foundation cause
for constant. According to Goel, & Ansari (2015), Non-

According to Bhasin (2016), the frauds could also be largely

Public banks it involves its functioning and financial

attributable to be short of omission of prime management,

inclusion policies. The infrastructure is majorly fixated by

defective

the general public sector banks such funding involves

conspiracy between the staffs or business borrowers and

quality of funds. Ten years past, once the economy was

third party civilization, weak restrictive scheme, be short of

successful, inestimable infrastructure were pursued where as

of applicable tackle and knowledge in situ to discover the

to accept them it had been a reasonably fair call. The thumb

first caution signals of a fraud, be short of of responsiveness

rule growth of credit is a pair of 0.5 time’s gross domestic

of bank staff and customers, lack of harmonization among

growth.

totally dissimilar banks crosswise India and abroad.

The infrastructure funding was compacted through the crisis

Towards substantial the gaps, major suggestions enclosed

and required cash to transfer to public sector banks

improvement in culture and angle of prime management of

punctually representing major sources like mining and land

the firm, giving priority to awareness sweetening among the

acquisition problems, rejection of 2G permission, native

staff members, adequate info speech act to applicable

frauds weren’t predictable. This results in reduction of flow

authorities, money awareness sweetening of inquiring

of revenue steam obliviously there was among the most

agencies,

Acceptable reasons for turning investments in NPA’s since

internal superior bodies, strengthening restrictive system for

public sector banks had a considerable portion of such

third party authorities’ regulation, institution of central

investments, in that majority of them reformed as like

repository system intended for fraud connected info sharing

NPA’s supports the amount of money concerned.

across totally various banks, IT direction.

enticement

escalation

machine

and

in

situ

for

enhancing the

workers,

scope

of

There is core be short of harmonization amongst the various
Kabirusman (2013), explained about NPA found as gross

banks on information distribution related to fraud associated

domestic product downfall. comparable was the same issue

knowledge. Central Repository has toward came upon

with the bureau 7020 core value of the loans to coraciiform

wherever every banker should share fraud connected data

bird airlines through the multiple banks, since at the

and particulars to be used for potential allusion by

moment

alternative banks. This shall be keeping pace and supervised

of

investment,

resource to grow.

aviation

segment

required

by acceptable powers that be to make sure acceptable utilize
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and forestall use wrongly of the info (Usman & Badawi,

share to the related customers and prevent before the fraud

2013).

was happen.

Acceptable provision ought to be created for IT department

The institutes must follow the current/quick ratios standards

to stop technology frauds. Adequate incentive mechanisms

to prevent the NPS’s and not to convert the normal debt into

ought

bad debt.

to be in situ to boost the amount of merchants

providing technology solutions that shall lead to acceptable

Causes involving fraud ought to be created public and

worth discovery and provision of higher quality technology

individual concerns should scale the banks to the system.

solutions.

The activates should declare as FTO (Fair Trade Organic)

Jones

(2011)

reveals

that

there

is

a

requirement

intended for robust regulative and super ordinate system

and also the fastest result is required to be followed and
there is a fast justice is required.

in to observe the taking part of interm ediary agencies in
any fraud case and to make sure acceptable penalization

CONCLUSION

for the at fault. For instance, there’s very little response

The paper observed with literature review that globally the

by the Institute of hired Accountants of Asian nation

standards set by the various organizations in their respective

(ICAI) 24 once there square measure any grievances

nations to prevent the fraudulent activates in the banking

received against hired accountants, and that they pass

system. The increase NPA’s are the major reason for global

unscathed.

crisis. The United Nations agency while handling crisis, it
given as observed guidelines to prevent and manage the

There’s a desire for intensification of Vigilance departments

NPA’s they amended number of guidelines and framework

by the banks and stipulation of adequate

to forestall frauds occurring from various causes.

them perform their

duties efficiently. It’s

funds to

assist

supposed that

The committee like P.J Nayak recommendations to

The New firms Act 2013 can over reinforce rules in situ for

enhances potentiality of public sector banks.

auditors, lawyers and different third parties concerned in

It’s systems that 360 degree understanding of the present

borrowing and disposal transactions. Since it's been brought

system to prevent the fraudulent activates and as well as the

addicted to impact solely a year back, it’s still early for the

technological impacts the equal chances of the fraudulent

results to point out. A potential modification that would be

cases.

created to the current act is to bring banks that to realize

“Technology up gradation on the day to day basis is very

this; a parallel provision within the act is created. We have a

important for the corporate and government to protect data

tendency to conjointly would like stronger social control of

from cyber-crimes”.

the prevailing law, legislation of stronger laws and
admittance to money experience created offered to varied
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